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PHOTOMECHANICAL REPRODUCTION:
process in which, by the aid of light and in connection with chemical and mechanical
treatment, printing surfaces are prepared to be used for multiplying impressions of a
photographic image without the further aid of light. The process takes place after an
image has been captured on film. It is the method by which the
image is translated from film to the newsprint paper.

The innovation of early twentieth century rotogravure from halftone was a dramatic transformation
for depicting blackness in newspapers.

Halftone printing
changes how the
features of bodies are
portrayed and
remembered.

Halftone is a printing technique that simulates continuous-tone imagery through the use of
dots that vary either in size or in spacing. It generates a gradient-like effect to convey the
dimensions and tonal variations in images, but it is limited in what it can specifically convey.

Halftone Process
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Rotogravure’s impact on
black phenotype in mass
produced publications,
is a representational
revolution of the first
order.

ROTOGRAVURE: a photomechanical printing process that
adapts photogravure process (photographic image
transferred or etched to a metal plate as used in fine art
photography) to textile printing cylinder. Enables bulk
printing (even with inexpensive paper) with highly
nuanced grey tones rather than only sharp contrasting
tones of blacks and whites.
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Microfilm, microforms, and digitizing, employed in
newspapers for archives and libraries, strip away all of
the revolutionary advances made by rotogravure.

Material Culture
Studies: Analysis
of microfilm; Art
History:
microfilm
considered as a
reproduction
medium

• Microfilm is photographic process that uses a
silver-based film to reproduce data in a reduced
size.
• inherently a high-contrast medium.
• best suited to record very dark tones and very
light tones.
• While some tones in between black and white
are recorded, the majority of grey tones in an
original document are minimized or erased.
• This suggests that microfilm is highly applicable
for text-heavy documents since text is
conventionally printed in dark black tones.
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Social Art History: Social/historical Context of
microfilm process.
• Library of Congress began their major filming project in the late 1920s.
• Woodrow Wilson increased segregation in the federal offices in 1914.
• There were no people of color involved in the Library of Congress’s decision to
use microfilm.
• The decision makers failed to consider the technology’s racial implications.
• Microfilming newspapers was a widespread practice by the late 1950s.
• The National Endowment of the Humanities United States Newspaper Program
allocated $54.1 million to microfilm newspapers between 1982 and 2011.
• However, no value was placed on keeping the hard copies of these historic
newspapers or improving the environmental storage conditions for them.
• They were disposed of or destroyed.

Social Art History: Social/historical Context of
digitizing process.
• In the early 2000s when the Library of Congress began experimenting
with the digital process for copying newspapers, they scanned
microfilms, not hardcopies of newspapers.
• Digitizing flattens out an already distorted-microfilmed image.
• That means when we look at digitized pre-2006 newspaper images
today, we see representations that are distorted by two different
copying processes.

Technology is not
neutral. It is neither
created or employed
in a vacuum. Its
creation and use occur
in specific social
contexts.

The National
Digital
Newspaper
Program,
Mission(2006):

• Enhance access to all American newspapers.
• Improve products of United States Newspaper
Program (USNP) using current technologies.
• Establish standards and “best practices” for
newspaper digital reformatting and access.
• Develop geographically-diverse program that
benefits all US communities.
• Use multi-phased approach for research and
scaled development.

Technical Guidelines for Digitizing Cultural
Heritage Materials (2006)
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Current Discussions in Archiving:
• Archivist, Paul Conway, in 2010, draws on W. J. T. Mitchell’s definition
of representation in his discussion about building a digital collection.
• W. J. T. Mitchell on representation: “A representation is always of
something or someone, by something or someone, to someone.”
• Conway uses Mitchell’s theory to bring attention to the ways it
changes the value and meaning of material for users:

• “The transformative nature of digitization restructures the value and meaning
that users extract from large collections of digitized photographs. Although
meaning originates with the source, the ways that users see photographs
online may be influenced by their encounters with digital surrogates
themselves, which carry with them a mix of visual, textual, technological, and
archival properties.”

What missing from Conway’s use of Art
Historical theory of representations?
• ONE SIZE DOES NOT FIT ALL!
• Conway focuses on digitized photographs from “original prints and negatives from photographic archives.”
• Original prints employ paper coated with light-sensitive chemicals.
• Paper is relatively dense and durable-had to withstand being soaked in chemical baths.

• ALL PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES ARE NOT PHOTOGRAPHS! ARCHIVIST PLACE EMPHASIS ON SOME
PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES BUT NOT OTHERS. This is a value judgment where photographic images printed
on photographic paper are situated at the top of a hierarchy of significant. This is an uninformed decision.
• Conway does not examine what digitizing does as a technology of representation; the cultural context that
generated this choice of technology; the cultural and social implications of the selection, and the selected
technology’s impact. What are the characteristics of digitizing technology? How does it impact the image it
represents? Why use digitizing technology instead of other options?
• Photographic images appear in numerous settings in archives.
• EXAMPLE: newspapers (alongside text), books, pamphlets, on objects, etc.
• Printed on different materials, like newsprint, etc.
• Each material is specific and must be addressed accordingly.

One set of technical specifications does not work for everything,
or every BODY that is represented.
Focusing on one kind of representational form over others is a
value judgment that can exclude large swaths of populations.

The stakes regarding historic black representation in
one of the mediums that circulated and disseminated
the most images, are very high.

Technology used for copying, thus far, is no substitute.
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Reproduction technologies like microfilming and digitizing of microfilms accompanied by the destruction of
the physical newspaper, severely compromise and eliminate our ability to generate questions about
representation of brown people in this widely circulated medium.
Art History and Material culture studies bring methods for examining the implications of technology---be they
aesthetic, racial, social and/or cultural to computational archival science. There is much to gain by putting them
in dialogue.
The National Archives and Records Administration’s June 28, 2019 memorandum detailing the administrations
transition to completely electronic form as of December 31, 2022 creates the potential for large-scale erasure.

The VERA Collaborative http://veracollaborative.com
Collaborations between Art History, Material Culture Studies and CAS foster necessary and vital conversations that
can yield meaningful changes regarding representation and inclusion.
Towards that end, I recently created the initiative VERA Collaborative (Visual Electronic Representations in the Archive).
VERA Collaborative’s mission is to raise awareness about the significance of aesthetic, cultural, and social implications of
visual representations found in archives, providing a model for archives, libraries, museums, and cultural heritage
centers around the world.
While it addresses visual representations writ large, one major component addresses the distortions and erasures in
visual representations, linked to reproduction technology, that particularly impacts communities of color and other
under-represented communities.
VERA Collaborative partners with organizations like the U.S. National Park Service (NPS), the Library of Congress (LOC),
the Maryland State Archives, and the Digital Curation Innovation Center (DCIC) to forge dialogues in order to generate
informed decisions regarding reproductive technology.

